
7.2 Best Practices: In order to inculcate the moral, ethical and spiritual values amongst our 
student community our institutions stresses on value added education.  
In this connection the college being in collaboration with Vichar Kranti Manch International 
an NGO organizes workshops through which their experts exhibit various yogic exercises in 
front of our students which ables them to be mentally alert and physically fit. Moreover 
various interaction programmes are being conducted in  the college where by students are 
able to have complete knowledge of moral ethical and spiritual  values. There values are part 
and parcel of our daily life and helps in the overall development of students intelligence and 
sense of leadership like students start becoming more responsible and reliable.  
 
In collaboration with Vichar Kranti Manch International, the institution has conducted various 
seminars, rallies  , public meeting and other such programmes on various events like women’s 
day, Swachh Bharat Abhiyan and constitution dug etc. 
 
Both Yogic activities and seminar or rallies conducted on various events have been readily 
welcomed by the students community in every session.  We had observed a tendency among 
the students to come late in the morning, which was immediately curbed due to this practice. 
It has also enabled us to highlight certain important issues in day to day working of the 
institutions and resolve them with the help of students. 
 
          The feeling of oneness is emerged, the students admitted to our college are from various  
states, speak different languages and profess different religions. Being a co-educational 
institution we have both boys and girls students. The class is heterogeneous viz-a-viz age of 
students.  All these diversities many a times create certain adjustment problems among the 
students. But ,  we have observed that these practices has enabled the students feel a sense of 
onesness among themselves. One of the outcome of these practices is development of Moral 
and Ethical values. By conducting such activities /practices we can mould the students in a 
positive way with the values of Humanity, Self Respect, Respect for others, Honesty, Goodwill 
for all peace and tolerance,  non- violence, sympathy and service for well-being etc. in order to 
inculcate all the above qualities among the students the college organizes seminars on moral 
and ethical values and spirituality for eradicating negative and unhealthy encroachment of 
human mind. 
The Kothari Commission (1964-66), emphatically stated that “Knowledge with a lack of 
essential values might be dangerous”. Human values are those qualities of a human beings 
which are desirable, respected, worth esteemed  and are sanctioned by a given society. 
Education has two aspect, worldly and spiritual. Worldly  education brings out the latest 
knowledge pertaining to the physical world and spiritual education brings out the inherent 
divinity in man. Both are equally important, so these practices inculcate both kinds of 
education and thus called best practices of college. 


